
Really?

With each fearful comment made by a suddenly hired new teacher, I found myself 
mentally comparing our district’s current state of affairs to a popular skit played out occasionally 
on the infamously famous television show Saturday Night Live.  A parody where, in reference to 
illogical or ridiculous events, actors sarcastically concluded with one word: a singularly caustic 
and highly emphasized word meant to illustrate incredulous opposition to a mind-boggling 
stupidity: 

Really?
In a publicly supported, test-based move to help poor children, older, experienced 

teachers – employees who, for years, had illustrated a personal willingness to not only commit, 
long-term, to low-income school buildings, but to take on the complicated and never simple 
work required for addressing the issues and impediments attached to a low-income and often 
culturally-different school job description – well, this kind of selfishly tenure-protected teacher 
was, now, according to an aggressively published reform conjecture, the obvious reason why 
these low-income schools failed.

No kidding.  
Really?
And the plan, the highly-advertised solution for resolving this untenable academic 

dilemma; the plan for fixing this argued-as-indefensible bad teacher conundrum?
	
 Would be to aggressively replace these school-score-labeled bad teachers (old-fashioned, 
student-protective teachers who, before the advent of a high-stakes testing had been repeatedly 
recognized as being workers with the hardest jobs; as being everyday heroes deserving not only 
the public’s backing, but a nation’s respect) – well, the newest, most vociferously acclaimed 
better pubic school plan was to now dramatically rid districts of older, experienced teachers like 
these, and abruptly replace them with an ever-changing, conditionally-licensed stream of 
exceedingly young, privileged-class-educated, two-year-committed tenderfoot recruits.  

Naïvely young teachers who, with no previous instructional experience, with no college-
earned teaching degree, with no carefully-vetted personal skill, craft nor hindsight, with nothing, 
in fact, save the magic of good intentions – well, these youngsters would undoubtedly rescue a 
nation.

And this highly lauded plan…would work?  
This was, now, honestly considered to be the most logical method for not only addressing 

but “fixing” any and all of those low-income school problems while, simultaneously, bringing up 
those test scores?  

Huh. 
Really?
You’re not messing with me?  This was your proposition? 
And the public – for more than a decade now – had actually been gullible enough, blind 

enough, and schematically detached enough to have proffered up an enthusiastic support for this 
overwhelmingly short-sighted solution?  

Well, yes. 
Really.


